
Our growing company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of
consulting technical manager. We appreciate you taking the time to review the list
of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the
qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for consulting technical manager

Design client’s IoT–IIoT, Business Intelligence and Enterprise Architecture
Create the solution strategy in IoT–IIoT engagements and direct Hitachi
Vantara Subject Matter Experts in building a proper solution and
transformation plan for the client
Develop accurate IoT/IIoT Use Case evaluation TCO and ROI analysis
Manage multiple concurrent reviews of client engagement deliverables within
the TAC practice
Demonstrate advanced knowledge of complex accounting concepts,
including revenue recognition, leasing, business combinations, asset
impairments and debt and equity financings
Collaborate directly with engagement teams and other firm
specialists/subject matter experts on complex accounting matters
Ensures that consultations are of high quality, consistent, and timely
Has the ability to make difficult decisions and is able to provide rationale for
decisions made in Plain English to engagement teams and client
Develop and deliver technical accounting trainings to TAC personnel on new
standards, , complex technical accounting matters
Develop others within the TAC practice through mentoring and advising on
career development or participating in other Firm initiatives

Qualifications for consulting technical manager

Example of Consulting Technical Manager Job
Description
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Must be able to network and develop strong business relationships at
executive levels
Strategic thinking skills are critical
Require an entrepreneurial and self-starting attitude, as responsibilities range
from heading internal projects that help drive company growth to acting as a
primary contact for customers
Manages team members and coordinates with other departments through
the entire project lifecycle
Communication with C-level Retail Executives occurs frequently to learn
about their business and share analytical findings


